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We will publish the next edition of 

The Vine at the end of September. 

See pages 2-3 for our 
ongoing plans and details. 

Even amidst the impacts of this season, as we move into 
September, we’re kicking-off a new ministry year. Yes, 
there is much that is different. At the same time, we’re 
looking forward and focused on what is still possible in 
this time as we move into the rest of 2020.  

Throughout this edition of “The Vine” we have highlighted 
specific plans for various ministries in this season. 

In case you haven’t seen our new signs, here they are (one in 

the tower that’s lit at night + a new monument sign). 
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Southland “FAMILY” News 

As we did in the last edition, we wanted to provide the following reminders and 
updates as we’re re-gathering in this season. Most of this is repeat from previous 
months. As we mentioned before, during this COVID-19 season, we are trying to 
implement in a reasonable and responsible way the guidelines that have been 
established (local and national). This includes keeping up-to-date with changing 
information. We want this to be safe and healthy as we come back together. 

An important update to highlight (new since early July): 

Our property is within Springfield city limits. Accordingly, Southland is 
included under the city’s mask ordinance. For specific details about this 
requirement (including ages, exceptions, etc.), you can access it here:  

https://www.springfieldmo.gov/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/14780?fileID=203417.  

Some big picture guidelines: 

 BIG REMINDER #1 … If you are uncomfortable with a larger gathering, there is no pressure 
for you to do so until you are ready (it’s why we’re doing the live stream).  

 BIG REMINDER #2 … We are not going to be monitoring every one who comes in to our 
building. Instead, we are going to ask you to respect others and stay home if you are sick or 
showing symptoms. This is a basic way that we can love others around us during this season. 

 We are continuing to take appropriate steps to create a safe and healthy environment. 

 Through it all, be loving, kind and respectful towards others. There are some challenges and 
difficulties that come in the midst of this season. Especially now, we as a church family need 
high amounts of grace, patience, kindness, etc. toward one another! 

Some specific details for Sunday mornings: 

Because there are some who are not able to join us in person, we are continuing to use a HYBRID 
approach - both an “in person” gathering in the auditorium and a live stream at the same time. 
This will continue for the foreseeable future as we know some are still not going to be ready to be 
in such a larger crowd. See page 16 for more details about accessing the live stream as well as 
some specific implications for the Lord’s Supper during this season. 

For now, within Sunday mornings themselves, our focus continues to be on the 10:30 time slot. See 
page 17 for specifics about how we are moving forward with alternatives to Connect Groups 
which are difficult for some in this season. 

Since early July, we have resumed our typical 10:30am kids’ ministry programming (see page 9 
for specific details as it relates to “Kid ENCOUNTER” - this includes 5th graders and younger). 

Congratulations to Grace Worthy who was immersed into 

Christ by her mom, Ashley, at Southland on Sunday, August 16 … 

like with a couple of our other young ladies, this was in part a 

result of the middle school camp session in late July. 

We rejoice with Grace in her decisions to follow Jesus! 

https://www.springfieldmo.gov/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/14780?fileID=203417
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Some specific details for Sunday mornings (continued): 

SEATING - this is one of the challenges when attempting to create appropriate distance required 
by this season. We have continued to add seating as more and more people have returned. You 
still have the option of bringing your own chair and setting it up where you want even as we 
have added seating. 

For the Lord’s Supper, we are using the pre-packaged kits where the bread and the juice are in a 
single sealed unit. These are available at the entrances to the auditorium. 

For offering, instead of passing trays, we still have boxes set-up. Of course, you can continue to 
use one of the alternative options (we’ve again highlighted these below). 

Other needed adjustments will be obvious and/or properly communicated along the way. 

Especially in the midst of this season, it continues to be increasingly important for us to make sure we 
have good ways of communicating with the church FAMILY - especially electronically. That’s all the  
more true as we are needing to keep making adjustments. Make sure you are aware of the following: 

On FACEBOOK, we have our general page (Southland Christian Church) - it is the 
one we are using for our live stream on Sunday mornings. We also have our more 
“internal” group called “The Southland Scoop;” we use it to share announcements 
and other timely communications. If you're not connected to “The Scoop,” we 

encourage you to find the page and request to become a member. We do also have specific 
groups and ministries within the Southland FAMILY that use Facebook as well. 

We also communicate a great deal through e-mail. You should be receiving messages with 
prayer items from prayer@gosouthland.org and general updates from deb@gosouthland.org 
(we are still using this as our general source of information for now even though she has 
retired). If you are not, please contact the office so we can get that addressed.  

About GIVING during this season (a reminder) … 

Even as we are re-gathering, the following options for giving are still available for those who 

are not able to come: 

1. You can mail a check to the church - 1630 W. Republic … Springfield, MO 65807. 

2. You can use the “Online Bill Pay” option from your banking website. 

3. We are continuing to use an online giving platform called “Tithe.ly” - it 

can be accessed directly through their website (https://tithe.ly/give?

c=1302996) or through the app available at your app store. That will 

take you directly to a page designed for Southland where you can give. 

On page 6, we have given a financial update that covers this whole coronavirus season 

from March through July as well as the ministry/fiscal year ending in August 2020. 

FLOURISH 2020 … Unfortunately, like so much else in this COVID season, this important 
annual event in the life of our church family didn’t happen at the end of August as normal. We are 
hoping to be able to attach it to another one of our upcoming FAMILY events (see the next page for 
two of these). For now, we have provided some more numbers than normal in this edition of “The 
Vine” - these would typically be shared at Flourish. Likewise, in this edition, you can also find 
updates from various areas of ministry as we launch into this new year. 

https://tithe.ly/give?c=1302996
https://tithe.ly/give?c=1302996
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An Update Regarding Southland Leadership 
As we have shared in the last three editions of the Vine, each summer we 
go through a process designed to help us identify potential new elders for 
our church family. The LEADERSHIP of a church FAMILY certainly 
matters, and the role of elder is a key part of God’s design. Throughout this 
process, we are using this space in “The Vine” to communicate with you. 

We shared this update in other ways and have now completed the overall process in August. As a result, Ben 
Jennings has joined our elder team effective September 1. He will join Ernie Emmerton, Pat Little, Terry 
Ochs and Bob Wood (returning from a year of sabbatical) as well as Matt who is considered part of this team 
as well. We are grateful for the Spirit’s leading us to this point and are excited about this moving forward. 

Two Upcoming “FAMILY” Opportunities: 

October 25 … Southland’s 
“FAMILY Fall Fun”  

We’re planning for this annual autumnal opportunity 
to enjoy some relaxed time together as a church 
FAMILY – a night of Fall-themed fun for all ages! More 
details to follow, but for now, mark it on your calendar. 

December 6 … Southland’s 
“Thanks-Mas” Dinner”  

Just as families traditionally get together during the 
“holiday season,” so too do we here at Southland. We 
do it in-between Thanksgiving and Christmas (hence 
the name “Thanks-Mas”) because it’s such a busy time 
of year anyway. Again, please mark the date down on 
your calendar; more details to follow. 

Obviously, as with all else in this season, there is uncertainty about these events, especially 
as they are church-wide activities. Nonetheless, we decided it better to put them on the 

calendar for now and respond accordingly along the way. 

Regarding the STAFF TRANSITION with Adam’s departure ... 

As previously announced, Adam Faulkner’s last Sunday with us was August 30. 
We have asked you to join us in sending Adam off with a blessing as he goes. If 
you would pick-up a card and a gift card, it would be appropriate for us to 
express our gratitude to him for his time of service with us here at Southland. 
There is a basket in the foyer that will be available through Sunday, September 13. We will 
pass on to Adam whatever comes in by then. Also, you can send something directly to him 
at his new address: 1115 Kennesaw Ridge Rd. - Apt. #307 … Columbia, MO 65202. 

See page 16 for more on the plan moving forward within our worship team. 
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What’s Happening at Southland: 
Make sure you note the following on your calendar. We share more information in other 

places of “The Vine,” but this is an effort to consolidate things in one place. 

WEEKLY, Sunday mornings at 10:30am … our ENCOUNTER service - the time 

when we gather as a church FAMILY to meet with God; this is being offered 

both as an “in person” option and joining us via the live stream. 

Sunday evening from 6-8pm (kick-off on September 13 and normal GH resumes on the 20th) 

… Group Huddle for middle school and high school youth; check out pages 12-13 for 

specific details. 

Many of our normal events have been impacted by COVID. As we move forward into this new 

ministry year, we are in the midst of adjusting accordingly; on the next page we have 

highlighted events currently planned. 

PROPERTY Update - Ongoing Maintenance/Improvements: 
We’ve been using this space since the sale of a portion of our property back in September of 2018 to 

provide updates. If you’ve been to the church building recently, you’ll notice there has been some recent 

movement as things are starting to happen with the development by those who purchased the ground. 

Word on the street (at least, in the Springfield Business Journal) is that we’ll have a new free-standing 

coffee shop from a nation-wide chain - think “lady in green” as their logo - as our neighbors by sometime in 

the Spring of 2021. Obviously, that process of construction, etc. is likely to have some implications for us. 

Even the fence that is currently set-up presents some challenges with traffic flow in our parking lot. 

Nonetheless, we should continue to have access to our parking lot from Republic Road throughout this 

entire process (something that’s part of the agreements that are in place).  

We do ask for your patience and cooperation in this season. If necessary, we may have to use our other 

entrance off of Kansas Avenue some more. Likewise, we may need to pay attention to how we are parking, 

especially as more and more people return on Sunday mornings. For example, it will be important to leave 

room for traffic flow around the parking lot. Again, let’s do what we can to be patient throughout this 

process and good neighbors along the way. 

One more note, as the pictures demonstrate on the front page, we do have our new signs completed: one 

in the tower portion above our front entrance (lit at night; it’s so cool!) and a make-over of our 

monument sign at the corner of Republic Road and Kansas Avenue. We are grateful for the increased 

visibility these two signs will provide as people are passing by our property. We look forward to seeing the 

ways God uses something even as simple as signs to further our work of ministry.  

NOTE:   We do still have funds set aside to continue addressing property improvements and other 

maintenance needs, etc. in this season. That will include re-sealing and re-striping our parking lot 

once the construction work next to us is completed sometime in 2021. 

Specific Events to Highlight (listed by date): 

Saturday, September 12 … CCH golf tournament beginning at 8am; see page 19. 

Sunday, September 13 … a parent-information meeting (all students, K-high school) after 

service; this will be live streamed as well - see page 11. 
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Specific Events to Highlight (listed by date): 

Sunday, September 13 … Group Huddle kick-off; see page 12. 

Sunday, September 20 … normal Group Huddle resumes; see pages 12-13. 

Wednesday, September 23 … “See You at the Pole” at 7am (see p. 14). 

Friday, September 25 … the first BTG meeting of the new year; see page 14 for details. 

Saturday, September 26 … The Pregnancy Care Center’s annual “Walk-4-Life;” see page 19. 

Thursday, October 1 … the first Fall 2020 meeting of WSA, “Women Set Apart,” at 9:30am; 

see the women’s ministry section (page 15) for more information about this. 

Sunday, October 25 … our annual Southland “FAMILY Fall Fun” event; see page 4. 

NOTE:   As always, we will strive to communicate specific adjustment when/as they become 

more known. Stay tuned! 

FINANCIAL UPDATE … For August + the Whole Ministry Year 
We want to provide this basic info to keep you aware of what's happening (again, these numbers would 
typically be provided at FLOURISH). Please feel free to direct any questions you might have to the office 

staff or the elders. 

Regular tithe for August: $41,27000  (over $196,000 total for this COVID-season which is not that far off 

from what has been typical for this timeframe in recent years) 

 Our total tithe for the ministry year (September through August) ended up at $417,661 which 

equals a little more than $8,000 when averaged out over the year.  

Our projected budgetary need was $430,000 to $440,000 which is $8,200-$8,400 weekly.  

Thank you for your ongoing faithful participation in giving during this season! Our leadership team 

is certainly grateful for the ways the Southland family has adapted and adjusted during this season 

to help continue Kingdom work here and beyond!
 

Even with this lower tithe total, God certainly provided what was needed. In fact, we entered this 

ministry year in great shape financially due to how the previous year had played out. And, in spite of the 
challenges of these past months, we end it in even better shape. This puts us in a great spot moving 

forward from a financial perspective. As things continue to unfold, we will continue seeking the Spirit’s 

leading in how to move forward in the best possible way to continue the work He’s given us to do. 

NOTE:  See page 20 for some specifics re: our giving to missions partners for this ministry year. 

For staying up-to-date, we encourage you to utilize Southland's online presence: our 
website (www.gosouthland.org) and also our Facebook group called “The Southland 
Scoop” (to be added to the group, find the page and send us a request to join).  

Also, we do a good amount of communication through e-mail (i.e. updates about 
events, a link to “The Vine” when it’s completed, prayer requests, etc.). If you are not 
receiving such electronic communications from us, please contact the office to let us 
know. We can get your address added to our distribution lists. 

For prayer items, please send requests to prayer@gosouthland.org. It would also be good for you to 
contact the office or a staff member to make sure we are aware. 

http://www.gosouthland.org
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What MATTers to me … 
Full disclosure: this is a somewhat raw article where I’m going to be “really real” with you. I always try to be, 
but this is perhaps more of a glimpse beyond the surface of me. 

2020 has been hard - we all know that and have likely experienced it in one way or another. Consider these 
ways we’ve experienced it: 

 We have watched the numbers of deaths and hospitalizations rise from a previously unknown disease.  

 We have witnessed the challenging economic realities that have come from the pandemic and, 
potentially even more, from the choices made by leaders.  

 Every job that hasn’t been lost has undoubtedly been drastically impacted by what’s happening.  

 Decisions that were previously “no-brainers” (like, “of course it’s fine to go to church!”) have now 
become ones we have to process through an additional layer of health and safety … and, when every 
decision seems to be more loaded, that becomes stressful.  

 We have perhaps struggled with our own health and well-being - not just physically, but emotionally, 
mentally, and yes, even spiritually. After all, we are far more complex as humans created in the image 
of God than mere biological machines as many in our society have chosen to see us.  

 Those of us who are parents have worked to navigate through all of this not only with our own 
concerns, but wondering how to help our children in this time as well … and that’s not to mention the 
challenges of schooling in this season.  

 Add to all of that, there is all the confusion within some of us about the paths we are being forced to 
take as a society (yes, I know the pandemic is quite real; that doesn’t mean the choices that are being 
made are best, by any means).  

I’m sure I’ve missed some aspects, but even putting such a list together reveals the levels of excess stress 
that has come in this season. We shouldn’t pretend that we’re the only ones experiencing difficulties in this 
season, but the struggle is real regardless. 

Oh yeah, it’s not like all of our other challenges in life have simply disappeared. Relationships that struggled 
in the past are still struggling … now, even more. Financial struggles from the past have been exacerbated. 
Our spiritual battles are still being fought - now with a new front added to the war. Perhaps bolstered by the 
broader chaos, we have seen all kinds of unsettledness and upheaval in our country. And, this may come as a 
shock to some in our culture, but there are still significant health challenges even outside of COVID.  

In the midst of all that, I am weary in every way (in some ways, that was true of me even before 2020) … as I 
know many of you are as well. The two weeks of vacation we had in August certainly helped, but even by my 
second week back, the weariness is still very present. And, to be most transparent, ministry feels really, 
really, really hard right now. (I do hesitate in a way even in saying this as I don’t want to pretend that I’m 
facing something the rest of you aren’t also.) Trying to balance the different perspectives of people and rules 
from authorities has felt nearly impossible. Working beyond our realm of normal ministry to shift from doing 
most everything in person to so much through technology has been hard and uncomfortable, yet necessary (I 
do not know how we would have done it without Rick and his effort in this way!). Shepherding people and 
caring for them has required far more energy and effort than it did in the past … when and in the ways that 
it can even happen at all. Considering how to help lead a church to continue its mission and ministry in this 
season has become a weighty burden filled with uncertainty. Wondering if we are doing enough or even how 
to do what we know needs to be done has become quite stressful. Feeling concerned for the inevitable further 
drifting away from faith in Christ that is going to happen in such a time - it’s nothing new in our culture, 
but certainly accelerated by current realities - places added heaviness on my heart for those who are part of 
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this flock. Furthermore, in such a season, trying to communicate effectively the Good News of Jesus and the 
firm foundation of God’s Truth has felt like such tremendous pressure. I know it is so vital to help feed and 
nurture you spiritually, but it has been difficult to know even what is best and most needed in this time. 
Without a doubt, our context has increasingly presented challenges to ministry over the past decade or so. 
This pandemic has intensified all of it. 

Regularly, I become aware of different pastoral ministry-related trends. They come in the form of tweets or 
articles delivered through e-mail or even ones shared via Facebook (there is a new one from Thom Rainer I 
just saw on this very theme). Sadly, they all pronounce the same story: I am not alone in how I feel within 
pastoral ministry in 2020. Some unfortunately-yet-likely-correctly anticipate that the resignation rate that 
has already been concerning in recent years to spike far more in this one (and in the following years as the 
residual difficulties from this season catch up to others). I have no intentions of being among those numbers 
… though, I would be lying if I said the thought hadn’t been there, even far more present than I even want to 
admit. Please know, I am trusting you to be able to handle this genuine level of sharing my heart; it is truly a 
bit uncomfortable. 

At one point here recently, I was particularly feeling like I was riding “the struggle bus” in a way that I’ve 
never been before: weary, worn and overwhelmed. Within my cluttered office, I saw a plaque given to me in a 
different hard season - one that was far different from this one for sure. It was a gift that was intended to 
provide encouragement through the verse it contains. Here’s a picture of it: 

In case you cannot read it, it’s the words that Paul writes at the 
end of 1 Corinthians 15. Overall, it’s a chapter that focuses on 
the promised resurrection and eternal life awaiting us in Christ. 
It’s a chapter filled with hope and inspiration, but also very 
practical encouragement for us in the midst of what we 
experience in this world. Indeed, at the end of it all, Paul turns 
very practical reminding us that this is the difference it makes: 

[Therefore,] stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give 
yourselves fully to the work of the Lord for you know that your 

labor in the Lord is not in vain. 

I broke down and cried when the Spirit drew my eyes toward that plaque. (Side note: I am so grateful for the 
way that He puts in place even years earlier something that He will later use to minister to our hearts.) In a 
few sweet minutes, He reassured me of His presence and power amidst what is happening, but even more 
importantly, reminded me of why we do what we do … even when it’s hard. That experience doesn’t solve 
everything. It doesn't make the challenges go away on any level. What it does do is this: it provides the much
-needed reminder that it is worth it … or, maybe said even better, it WILL BE worth it in the end! None of 
our investment for Christ will be in vain. And so, we can give ourselves fully to it. In a way, it called me back 
to a reminder He planted in my heart years ago: “Live for the ’well done!’ at the end of the story.”  

As we approach this “LABOR DAY” weekend, may it be a reminder of what we’re called to in response to 
God’s grace: for me, it’s this work of vocational ministry; for all of us, it’s participation in the calling to live 
out our faith as His people in this world. It’s not for the faint of heart. Without a doubt, it’s hard work … 
LABOR, as the text says. Paul even uses language in Colossians 1 that reminds me of working up a “holy 
sweat.” But, the promise of God’s Spirit is that He is present and His power is available for us to have the 
strength we need to carry-out His will - to do the work He’s given us. And yes, like with any hard work that 
we do, we will feel weary. But, again, IT … IS … WORTH … IT! So, maybe in this season, you, like me, need 
this reminder as you follow Jesus. Don’t give up! Persevere! Keep investing yourself! The road will not be 
easy, but He’s promised that the destination at the end of the hard journey will deliver in the end. 
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A note from RICK ... 
During Matt’s message this past Sunday (8/30), speaking about Joseph’s life and struggles, I couldn’t help but 

think of this quote that I read several years ago from a book called The Sacred Romance by John Eldridge: 

We know a time will come for us to look back with our Lord over the story 

of our lives. Every hidden thing shall be made known; every word spoken 

in secret shall be uttered. My soul shrinks back; how will this not be an 

utter horror?  

The whole idea of judgment has been terribly twisted by our enemy. One 

evangelistic tract conveys the popular idea that at some point shortly 

upon our arrival in heaven the lights will dim and God will give the signal 

for the videotape of our entire life to be played before the watching 

universe: every shameful act, every wicked thought.  

How can this be so? If there is “now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus” (Rom. 

8:1), how is it possible there will be shame later? God Himself shall clothe us in white garments 

(Rev. 3:5). Will our Lover then strip His beloved so that the universe may gawk at her? Never. 

However God may choose to evaluate our lives, whatever memory of our past we shall have in 

heaven, we know this: It will only contribute to our joy. We will read our story by the light of 

redemption and see how God has used both the good and the bad, the sorrow and the gladness 

for our welfare and His glory. With the assurance of total forgiveness we will be free to know 

ourselves fully, walking again through the seasons of life to linger over the cherished moments 

and stand in awe at God’s grace for the moments we have tried so hard to forget. Our gratitude 

and awe will swell into worship of a Lover so strong and kind as to make us fully His own. 

I’m grateful for the reminder that God is at work in the midst of the ups and the downs in our lives.  I’m grateful 

that though I may not see it this side of eternity, He is constantly at work behind the scenes working “all things 

together for the good of those who love Him and called according to His purpose” (Romans 8:28).  We are 

short-sighted people who generally want our gratification now.  We want justification now.  We wonder why 

things happen the way they do, especially when we hurt, and we want to see purpose in the trial, purpose in 

the pain … and we want to see it now.  

But it’s good to remember that though someday we will read our story by the light of redemption and see how 

God used each bit and piece to our welfare and His glory, we need to remember that in the meantime God is 

looking for our faithfulness.  For our trust.  In the good times and the bad.  Paul, in his first letter to the 

Thessalonian church called them to ... 

… Live peacefully with each other.  Brothers and sisters, we urge you to warn those who are lazy.  

Encourage those who are weak.  Be patient with everyone.  Take tender care of those who are 

weak.  Be patient with everyone.  See that no one pays back evil for evil, but always try to do good 

to each other and to all people.  Always be joyful.  Never stop praying.  Be thankful in all 

circumstances, for this is God’s will for you who belong to Christ Jesus. (1 Thessalonians 5:13-18) 

So, in whatever circumstance you find yourself, remember that God has purpose for you there.  To mature 

you, to challenge you, to grow you.  To increase your faithfulness and to build His kingdom.  To show His 

grace and joy and peace to those who don’t yet know Him.  Wherever you are…you have purpose.  You have 

purpose because you belong to Him. 

Love y’all!       
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       (1st
 - 5th grades) 

Here’s what is happening currently for our kids in the 10:30am slot: 

 Nursery and “L’il Kid ENCOUNTER” (for kids up through Kindergarten) are meeting 
 throughout the whole service. 

 “Kid ENCOUNTER” (for kids in 1st through 5th grades) is back to meeting only during the 
sermon portion of service … just in the Fellowship Hall for now. Kids begin in the service 
with their families and are dismissed at the appropriate time. 

Jesus used vibrant stories to communicate the will of His 
Heavenly Father. He shared about strong winds howling 
toward a house of sand and a boy leaving home to seek 
adventure. His listeners identified with the words about a 
traveler menaced by robbers and they were relieved-yet-
surprised to hear about an unsuspecting hero.  

Just when you think you know where the story is leading, 
the unexpected happens. That’s how Jesus gets our 
attention, preparing our hearts and minds with words of 
hope and truth. Jesus proved to be a masterful storyteller 
and our kids will be learning about some of these this fall. 
Students will enjoy crafts, skits and interactive lessons to 
learn more about the heart of God through Jesus’ parables. 

A MISSIONS-RELATED NOTE … see page 13 (under the “Group Huddle Missions” 
heading) for a note about where the “Kid ENCOUNTER” offering is going this school year. 
This is an annual combined effort throughout our student ministries. 

 

As part of our children’s ministry, we are working to schedule some fun 
events specifically designed for kids throughout the rest of 2020.  
Unfortunately, we do not have concrete details confirmed yet. Be watching 
for information on the “Southland Scoop” and our “Parents Page” on 
Facebook (let us know if you need to get connected to those) or in e-mail. 

We have resumed our check-in process on Sunday mornings for those who 
are participating in our ministries for kids (birth through 5th grade).  

For those who are coming for the first time, please stop by and 
provide registration information to check-in your child(ren).  

For those who are already in the system, we simply need you to stop 
by, check-in your kids and get their sticker. 
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Unfortunately, due to COVID-related capacity guidelines and other restrictions, we have 
decided that our typical ministry programming for Sunday mornings at 9am (NOT for 
10:30am!) and Wednesday evenings are not possible this semester. For our students, this 
includes Sunday School classes for kids/youth. Of course it also impacts MS/HS Cultivate 
and “Children of Praise” for our younger kids (we are, however, planning to move C.O.P. 
to the Spring). In this season, we are hoping that what we are able to do continue 
providing effective ministry programming even in the midst of the ongoing limitations. 
 

There is an informational meeting on Sunday, September 13 after 
our ENCOUNTER service (for parents of kids entering kindergarten 
through high school). 

This will also be live streamed through our typical Facebook means! 

It’s a time to share about the year ahead and take care of some important details like 
liability forms. We will also provide some reminders about new protocols for health and 
safety. Please plan on participating in person or online! Les intends to have the “planners” 
available for the middle school/high school ministry year at this meeting (if not before) as 
well. They will also be mailed out to students as is typical. 

FOR ALL PARENTS 

“Hold Harmless Forms” ... If you are not able to attend the meeting in person and sign 
one of these for the new year, here are the options. Extra copies can be picked-up and 
signed in the outer office after the 13th. Arrangements can also be made to get copies 
mailed to you so we can have these on file. 

Les’ latest  

Each fall, youth group calendars are assembled, filled with exciting activities to provide students a safe way to 

have fun and grow together in their faith.  Teens look forward to spending time with their friends from church 

and the opportunities to invite unchurched friends to special events.   

With the current pandemic, however, youth groups faced new and diverse challenges - just like everyone else. 

Youth leaders have used Zoom and other social media formats in an attempt to stay connected with students, 

but, after months of screens, many are now hoping for a more personal engagement. 

We are excited to be able to offer in-person youth group this fall. Things will certainly look a little different and 

procedures will be stringently followed to ensure as safe an environment as possible, thus giving the 

opportunity to continue throughout this semester. When students arrive for Group Huddle Bible study they 

will be met with a sponsor at the front door that encourages them to: Lather Up (hand sanitizer), Mask Up 

(extra masks available) and Gather Up (to assemble in their safely distanced group).  

Covid-19 has certainly created unforeseen challenges, but it is not impossible to stay connected, have fun and 

grow in our walk with Christ. Our youth ministry team have the incredible responsibility of caring for the young 

people God has entrusted them. Creativity, flexibility, and above all prayer, can ensure that leaders, students 

and parents are able to grow together within the body of Christ. 
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GROUP HUDDLE (ms & hs) NEWS 

“Group Huddle Kick-off” at Southland  

Sunday, September 13 from 6-8pm  

The cost for the evening is $10. 

Can you hear that? It’s the sound of students laughing, shouting and having a great time! Join 

us as the auditorium transforms into a giant indoor laser tag dome. Students will divide into 

teams and use high quality laser guns to bring victory to their squad. Teens will also have the 

opportunity to enjoy glow-in-the-dark volleyball and 9 –Square … with delicious hot pizza too! 

Students need to bring a mask and $10. Laser tag equipment will be sanitized between use and 

students will wear disposable protective hair nets each time they play laser tag. Hand sanitizer 

stations will be located at each of the fun venues. Pizza will be plated and served by adult 

volunteers from the kitchen window to reduce community contact. 

More GROUP HUDDLE NEWS 
“GROUP HUDDLE” is a weekly time for middle school and high school students who strive to love 

Christ and others. It offers a place for students to connect and dive into God’s Word as they 

participate in meaningful small groups, worship and fellowship. 

GROUP HUDDLE meets from 6-8pm each week. 

Series for this semester - “Truly Free” (this study begins September 13): 

Life is full of ups and downs: good days and bad days, fun times and not so fun times. It’s part 

of what it means to be human. Like all people, our students love the moments when things are 

going their way. But what about the times when they feel overwhelmed by the pressures of the 

world? What about the times when they are exhausted and plagued by stress? What about 

those moments when they just can’t seem to overcome the sin that drags them down? 

For many students, the stress, pressure and brokenness of their lives is at times, too much to 

bear.  But the excellent news is that there is tremendous hope in the Gospel. When students 

feel trapped by their sin, the Gospel says, “You’re a slave no longer.” When teens feel like they 

don’t measure up, the Gospel says, “You have immense value to God.” When young people feel 

overwhelmed by the stress of their lives, the Gospel says, “There is rest in Jesus.” In a word, 

the Gospel sets students free - truly free. We are truly free. 

GROUP HUDDLE THEMES for September: 

Sunday, 9/20 WEAR IT! … “Beach Party” (it’s a night of ocean breezes, open-toed 

shoes and lots of colorful shirts) 

Sunday, 9/27 PLAY IT! … “Open Season” (show off your hunting skills in a safe and 

hilarious environment) 

Sunday, 10/4 ENJOY IT! … “The Southland Derby” (simply one trip around the track 

… join your friends for some equestrian fun) 
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GROUP HUDDLE MEALS: 

NEWS FLASH! … It’s expensive feeding teenagers. Each semester, 

we ask parents to help defray the expense of feeding several hungry 

teens at Group Huddle. We ask parents to send $25 for each 

student (that covers the whole Fall semester, through December). 

Teens will enjoy favorites like hamburgers, pasta and pancakes. 

Meals will be served without contact which means no buffet-style meals and pre-packaged 

condiments as often as possible. Students can be spread out with dining options set up in the 

fellowship hall and the foyer. 

Also, parent volunteers are always appreciated to help prepare and serve meals. Not only is it 

greatly appreciated, it gives parents a sneak peek of what happens at Group Huddle! Check 
with Les about when your help might be needed. 

GROUP HUDDLE and CHILDREN’S MISSIONS: 

The year 2020 will be remembered as a year of unprecedented changes. But when it comes to 

our young people and their heart for world missions, the year 2020 was record breaking. Our 

young people collectively raised $3,000.00 for Allen & Marilynn Todd (our mission 

partners in Australia). The Todds are currently in New South Wales and ministering to 

others in their church, local schools and neighbors. Even during a pandemic, several people 

have accepted Christ and are growing in their walk as brothers and sisters in Christ.  We look 

forward to hearing more from Allen and Marilynn! 

For this new school/ministry year, we are supporting a familiar mission located in a North Africa 

country (where some of our Southland global partners are), just highlighting another amazing 

team member. Lisa is a music teacher in an international school, a Bible study instructor, 

worship leader and a part of the broader team of missionaries as she does discipleship work 

with young women. We look forward to our upcoming SKYPE conversations to learn more 

about what God is doing in North Africa. 

DONATIONS NEEDED for Group Huddle: 

As we gear up for another exciting semester of Group Huddle, we are reaching out to the Southland  

family for some help in donating supplies. Having youth group during a pandemic changes the way 

we operate and causes us to rethink how we do things safely together.  We also want to create a fun 

environment for youth to gather, worship, fellowship and learn from God’s Word. We are looking for 

the following items to help with upcoming theme nights and activities. 

Candyland board games (complete or incomplete) Disposable face masks or face shields 

Gently used Hawaiian print shirts (sizes: small to large) 

Gently used Mexican Baja blankets or Mexican ponchos 

Disposable wooden campfire sticks   Nerf guns and Nerf bullets 

Old bowling trophies     Orange lightweight hunting vests 

Silk floral stems and floral greenery   Straw hats or sun hats 

Twin or full size mattress     World globes 

Feel free to bring your donated items to the church foyer and place in the box marked “Group 

Huddle.” Thank you in advance for your love and support for our students! 
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More MS/HS news 
The annual “See You at the Pole” event for students 

will be Wednesday, September 23 at 7am - it’s an 

annual gathering for prayer, Scripture reading and worship 

before classes start. Set your alarms early and meet at your 

school’s flagpole before classes start. It’s a time to pray for 

your campus, teachers and peers. Mark the date on your 

calendar and don’t miss the opportunity to be a part of the 

largest student-led prayer movement around the world! 

It’s almost time again to 

“Get Lost in the Giant Cornfield 

Maze” in Aurora, MO! 

For middle school students (6th-8th grade), the 

date is Wednesday, October 14; vans leave at 

5pm and return at 9pm … a limit of 25 students. 

For high school students, the date is 

Saturday, October 17; vans leave at 5pm and 

return at 9pm … a limit of 25 students. 

Join your friends in testing your sense of direction at the giant cornfield maze. You can enter at dusk 

or wait until dark for the creepier journey. Both groups will have Subway sandwiches, chips and a kit 

to build your own s’mores. Invite your friends, but make note that space is limited to 25 students 

each night. Cost is $10/student regardless of which night. 

Unfortunately, two main Ozark Christian College (in Joplin) events 

have been cancelled for this Fall. In September, our middle school 

students typically participate in the “Getaway” while our high school 

students attend “The Event” in early November. We wanted to 

communicate this now that we know. It is certainly understandable 

how such large gatherings (which include students staying in the 

dorm rooms of students) continue to be challenging in this season. 

Specifically for MIDDLE School ... 
“Middle School Mid-Nighter” 

Friday evening - November 6 

(time and cost to be announced) 

Back in April, we had this event on the calendar, but it became a “COVID-related cancellation” (the 
high school overnight lock-in was able to happen in early 2000 before all of this happened). We are 

still working out the specific details for this event, but we want to make sure middle school students 

have the date on the calendar. 
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southlandwomen 

BTG is a ministry for young ladies age 8 through 8th 
grade as well as their moms/grandmothers. This 

semester includes a continuation of Lies Girls Believe 
by Dannah Gresh (carried over from last year). 

Box Top Girls 
BTG is resuming 

this fall!! 

The first meeting for 
this new ministry 

year is Friday, 
September 25 
from 6-8:30pm.  

Dinner is included.  

This ministry is an opportunity for women of all ages and life stages to 
spend time studying God’s Word together (a “GROW DEEP” ministry) while 
forming bonds with sisters in Christ. The tagline is “Intentional Learning for 
Intentional Living.”   

Details about the next session of WSA: The 5 Thursdays of October from 9:30-11:30am each time. 

RightNow Media provides this video study based on the book Keeping Place: 
Reflections on the Meaning of Home” by Jen Pollock Michel. 

Here’s a description of this study: 
“HOME. There’s nowhere quite like it. It’s a safe place, a place of belonging, the 
place we feel secure. And if we’re honest, at our core, we all long for home. … God 
is a Homemaker. He created the earth for us to live in and He’s preparing a place for 
us to spend eternity with Him. Jesus came, died and rose again so we could become a 
part of His family - a family with the inheritance of eternity. 
In this 5-part series, author and Bible teacher Jen Pollock Michel will guide us on a journey through 
Scripture to uncover the meaning of home. We’ll discover our holy yearning for a place to belong, how God 
provides that place for us and how we can model His hospitality in our lives each day.” 

This is another opportunity for ladies to "GROW DEEP" as well as form bonds with sisters in Christ and 
encourage one another! Please join us as we study God’s Word together. Coffee, water and hot tea will be 
available. If childcare is a need for you, please let Kristie know (217-248-8519 or kristie@gosouthland.org). 

An Upcoming women’s ministry event: 
Fall “Movie Night” at Southland for women of all 
ages on Friday, November 13 from 6:30-8:30pm. 

Due to this season, pre-packaged snacks and 
drinks will be provided and seats will be spaced. 

Childcare will be provided. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+133:1&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+133:1&version=NIV
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Weekly ENCOUNTER 
... a time to gather in God's presence together. 

Our Sunday morning “HYBRID” - both “in person” gathering and online. 

We are continuing to offer the LIVE STREAM option … now, with a far superior 

camera option than we had before! This is made available through Facebook 

LIVE. We now have it set-up for you to be able to access the live stream directly 

from our website: http://gosouthland.org/watch-online. Of course, it can still be accessed through 

our main Facebook page as well (no account is needed to access this at facebook.com/gosouthland. 

Some specifics about how this will work while we are doing this hybrid: 

 The LORD’S SUPPER … If you are joining us “in person,” we have pre-packaged kits with 

the bread and juice in a single-sealed unit; these are available at each of the auditorium 

entrances. If you are participating online, please have your Lord’s Supper supplies ready. 

 OFFERING … We also have boxes at each entrance to collect offering. Whether participating 

in person or online, you can still use the other giving options we’ve highlighted on page 3. 

 We are still making it possible to take sermon notes even if you are participating virtually. 

You can use your own supplies. Or, we will also keeping making note sheets available as a 

PDF that you can print and use at home (see also the YouVersion option). 

A note about MUSIC and WORSHIP during our ENCOUNTER time ... 

As we move into September, there is a transition happening within the leadership of the worship team due 

to Adam’s departure. We are certainly grateful for the 2+ years he invested in this role here at Southland. 

Now, we also want to communicate the basic plan as we move forward. 

We have a talented team of instrumentalists and vocalists as part of our worship team - a team that has 

played an ongoing integral role during our ENCOUNTER time. Among this group, we also have some specific 

individuals who can take the point/lead role as well. In addition to serving some in that lead role, Rick is 

going to also be leading and coordinating this ministry as a whole for now. Just like in other areas of our 

church and ministries, we are grateful to have people willing to use their God-given giftedness to serve and 

BUILD UP others. In fact, such participation in ministry becomes a strength of a church family like ours. 

This is the intended plan within our worship ministry throughout the rest of 2020. Even should we want to 

replace this position by hiring a specific staff member, we believe our current course of action to be the 

Spirit’s wisdom - especially given the unique challenges of this year. As with any other transition such as 

this, leadership will continue the conversation and re-evaluate how to proceed in the long-term. 

Of course, if you are willing to serve as part of the team especially during this season 

(vocally or instrumentally - like an additional DRUMMER, especially), please reach out to 

Rick and let him know. At this point, we are certainly looking for more volunteers! 

 

http://gosouthland.org/watch-online
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When we are operating as normal (i.e. without restrictions related to COVID-19), these two priorities that we 

call “CONNECT” and “GROW DEEP” are a valuable part of our church family here at Southland.  

CONNECT Groups (these mainly meet at 9am on Sunday mornings) are designed to be a context 

where people can discover Christian community and experience a smaller sense of FAMILY here at 

Southland. It’s a place of relationship-building, prayer and reflecting together on God’s Word.  

Our Wednesday evening CULTIVATE with D-Groups is about helping us plant deep roots down 

into Christ and Scripture within an even smaller context.  

Of course, we now find ourselves in a season when capacity guidelines restrict how many we can have in our 

rooms to 50% of normal. This particularly becomes an issue when factoring in the room that needs to be 

made for ministries to kids/youth. Combined with other challenges related to COVID, it all makes these 

ministries difficult to continue as normal.  

Because of that, Southland’s leadership has determined that we need to keep our “formal” ministry 

programming PAUSED on Sunday mornings at 9am and Wednesday evenings for the rest of 2020 

(see below for an important clarification about this).  

Please know that all of this is not at all what we would prefer. Really, this is just an extension of what has 

been necessary for the past few months that, unfortunately, has to continue. Of course, at some point, we do 

hope to resume operating according to what had been typical prior to COVID. 

What it means for this season: 

 For CONNECT Groups and D-Groups that have continued meeting throughout this season (e.g. the 

 Launch group and the Refuge group via online meetings) … Having found a way to adapt to the 

current circumstances – and having the freedom and flexibility to do so without being dependent on 

kids’ ministries – we certainly encourage these groups to continue meeting as they have been.  

SMALL GROUPS as an alternative CONNECT/GROW DEEP plan … We are planning 

on forming and offering some additional groups  to help with these two priorities for 

the time being. These might be “in homes” or perhaps at the building when space is 

available. If you want to be creative and form your own for the next few months, 

that would be fine; we can even help you find others who want to join as well.  

If you want to participate in one of these small groups we are forming, please contact us via 

Facebook or e-mail (send to info@gosouthland.org) and we’ll help make that happen. 

Also, if you are willing to host/help facilitate one of these groups, please let us know. 

We will share more in the upcoming weeks through e-mail and “The Vine” as we hope to get these going. In 

this COVID-season, we hope that these can help replace - even if for just a few months - a part of what has 

been missing for some within our church family. 

CONNECTING 

and GROWING DEEP 

during COVID-19 
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Specific Opportunities to Serve & “BUILD UP” the Body 

As we continue moving back (slowly!) toward normal, we are re-incorporating various areas of 

service within our church family. We are certainly not filling all the roles that we used to fill. 

And yet, there are regular ways you can serve - for example, it would be good to have 

volunteers who would serve as greeters in this season (let us know if you’re willing to help) 

a well as some who can help with mowing as we wrap-up the season.  

Even beyond more “regular” ways of serving, we encourage you to be on the lookout for 

specific service opportunities that we are sharing via e-mail and Facebook. For example, we 

will need volunteers to help with the landscaping around the new monument sign. As always, 

let staff know if there are ways you are willing to help. 

A “THANK YOU!” to Bob and Liz Wood for the work they 

have done on our property recently: weed-eating, trimming 

trees and bushes, etc. It’s been a blessing! 

Of course, a “THANK YOU!” to so many others who have helped with mowing throughout this 

odd year: Mark Miller has helped to lead and coordinate this effort and Dennis McCann 

has been a regular contributor within this effort. It’s hard to remember everyone without a 

good schedule, but we do certainly appreciate you! 

It’s been awhile now, but a big “THANK YOU!” to all who served as sponsors with our kids at 

camp this Summer: 

 Kids’ Camp (2nd-4th grades):  Les Londeen with Andrea Conboy and Donna Lillard 

 5th/6th Grade Camp:  Andrea Conboy, A.J. Gegg and Kristie Martin 

 Junior High Camp:  Les Londeen with Karen Baadsgaard, Jane Cosgrove, Kayla Gray 

and Javan Londeen 

Opportunities to BUILD UP 
... a way to serve others and even help ourselves grow. 

“He makes the whole body fit together perfectly. As each part does 

its own special work, it helps the other parts grow, so that the 

whole body is healthy and growing and full of love.” (Ephesians 4:16) 

NOTE:  Instead of putting together a regular serving schedule in this season, leaders of 

different ministry areas are contacting volunteers directly for the month of September (as 

they have in recent months). 
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LIVE OUT 
Ministries 

... a path for putting 
faith into action. 

The Pregnancy Care Center live streamed their 2020 banquet on August 

29. This was a special year – the 20th anniversary of the PCC’s beginning. 

While they were not able to do all they hoped to do in this online format, it still was a celebration of their years of 

ministry. You can find it at their Facebook page if you wish to watch and discover more about the PCC’s work. 

Our local ministry partners: 

www.cchonthe.net 

www.show-mehome.com 

www.417pcc.org 
www.maranatha 

biblecamp.org 

www.occ.edu 

www.ccozarks.

org/crosslines 

There are some things we’ve traditionally done in these months to support our local partners. As an alternative to such 

efforts, we want you to consider giving a love offering to these partners as a way of providing direct support. Such 

ministries (our local ones, but our global ones too) could certainly use such extra gifts right now. To do this, simply use 

the “memo” line of a check to designate a gift accordingly. 

There are a couple of “FUN” opportunities still happening during the month of September to help support two of our 

local ministry partners. 

Saturday, September 12 (actual start time is 8am) 

A 2– person scramble at the Bill & Payne Stewart Golf 

Course in north Springfield 

Cost is $65/person (all-inclusive) 

Proceeds go to support CCH’s mission trips. 

If  you are interested, you can sign-up directly with CCH or talk to Rick. 

On Saturday, September 26 the Pregnancy Care Center will be hosting 

its annual “Walk 4 Life” Event. 

Registration opens at 9am; the actual two-mile walk begins at 10).  

This year, it is again being held at the PCC facility on East Primrose.  

Check out https://417pcc.org/walkforlife/ for details. In addition to the walk/fundraiser, it’s a great fun 

way to learn about and support the work of the PCC! 

https://417pcc.org/walkforlife/
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To keep you informed about Southland’s foreign missions 

partners, we strive to provide updates (e.g. newsletters) 

when available. This is really the only way one of our 

partners can share with supporters as their location makes 

any online presence too risky from a security standpoint. 

Please be praying for all our global partners as COVID-19 
realities impact their locations significantly as well! 

There is a website for the “Central India Christian Mission.” Check out www.indiamission.org 

for more information about some of the global Kingdom work we get to partner in here at 

Southland. You can also “like” their Facebook page for ongoing updates.  

You can check out the website for “Life of Hope Ministries” at www.lifeofhope.org. Through our 

connection to Life of Hope, we are partnering with those on the ground in Guatemala. It’s 

another way we can participate in furthering God’s mission globally.  

Unfortunately, due to realities associated with COVID-19, we had to postpone the Mexico mission trip with 

Casas por Cristo. This will be re-scheduled for sometime during the next 12 months.  

LOCAL MISSIONS giving - direct support and any love offerings + money donated as part of special fundraising efforts 

(NOTE: this is for the actual past fiscal year in its entirety - September 2019 through August 2020): 

 Ozark Christian College: $4,165 Christian Campus House: $4,240 

 Pregnancy Care Center: $3,615 Crosslines: $4,036  

 Show-Me Youth Home: $1,100 Maranatha: $1,665 

That makes our total giving to these local partners:  $18,821! 

This doesn’t include other expenses related to our local partnerships (e.g. support we provide in the form of paying for 

sponsors to attend events, camp scholarships, etc.) nor does it include expenses related to our local outreach. 

FOREIGN MISSIONS giving - again, direct support and any love offerings + money donated as part of special 

fundraising efforts (NOTE: this is for the actual past fiscal year - September 2019 through August 2020): 

 CICM:       $10,800 + another  $2,860 in love offerings 

 Partners in North Africa:    $14,400  

 Contributions to the  team fund in N. Africa: $6,000  

 Life of Hope:      $6,000  

 A TOTAL of $37,200 support directly to our foreign partners + another $2,860 in love offerings. 

Southland has also directly invested as a church about $5,000 in supporting global causes (e.g. one-time 

support, etc.). 

Above and beyond that, our young people also raised $3,000 this past year to support the Todds and their 

work in Australia.  

Like with so much else this year, we had to postpone our 2020 “LIVE OUT: Service 

Day” (originally scheduled for May 3). Our hope was to be able to re-schedule this event for 

sometime this Fall. At this point, we’ve decided that, unfortunately, this will not be able to happen 

at all in 2020; instead, we’ll be looking forward to the Spring of 2021. In the meantime, be 

looking for some other ways (not necessarily church-wide) where you can be serving. 

http://www.indiamission.org
http://www.indiamission.org

